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Abstract—In this report we summarize the progress made in
the past several years on the use of luminescent QDs to probe
biological processes at the single molecule level. We start by
providing a quick overview of the basic properties of
semiconductor nanocrystals, including synthetic routes, sur-
face-functionalization strategies, along with the main attri-
butes of QDs that are of direct relevance to single molecule
studies based on fluorescence detection. We then detail some
valuable insights into specific biological processes gained
using single QDs. These include progress made in probing
biomolecular interactions, tracking of protein receptors both
in vitro and in live cells, and single particle resonance energy
transfer. We will also discuss the advantages offered and
limitations encountered by single QD fluorescence as an
investigative tool in biology.
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INTRODUCTION

Semiconductor nanocrystals, or ‘‘quantum dots’’
(QDs), have recently emerged as a new set of fluoro-
phores that can enhance biological assays, fluorescence
detection and imaging.11,45,53,64,65,67,69,93,95,104 This is
due to some of their unique optical and spectroscopic
properties, which are often not matched by most
conventional fluorophores, such as organic dyes and
fluorescent proteins. QDs exhibit high fluorescence
quantum yields, high photobleaching thresholds, and a
pronounced resistance to photo- and chemical-degra-
dation.45,67,69,95,104 They also exhibit narrow and tun-
able emission bands along with broad excitation
spectra and high extinction coefficient (~10–100 times
larger than most dyes). These properties allow the

flexibility to excite them efficiently far from their
emission peaks. There has been a tremendous interest
in using them to develop a variety of biological assays
and for sensor design. These include imaging of live
and fixed cells, imaging of tissue, immunoassays and
energy transfer based assays. Energy transfer based
sensing has in particular expanded in the past few
years, with sensors developed for the detection of small
and large molecule targets, hybridization interactions,
and enzyme digestion.11,53,64,65,67,93,95

Ensemble measurements are macroscopic in nature
and they provide information about average properties
of samples such as size, conformation or orientation of
proteins. In comparison, single molecule measure-
ments are able to resolve molecular scale heterogene-
ities and the fate of individual molecules. Fluorescence
detection applied to single molecules can allow access
to valuable molecular scale information, and it has
become one of the most commonly used single mole-
cule techniques in biological research.18 Furthermore,
recent progress in optical instrumentation and the
development of highly sensitive detection tools (such as
APD and CCD) allowed easier detection and resolu-
tion of fluorescence from single fluorophores. This has
in turn allowed the development of a variety of single
molecule assays to study ligand-receptor binding,
changes in the conformation of macromolecules (e.g.,
proteins, short and large oligonucleotides), and single
molecule diffusion and transport.18,106 Outside bio-
physical research, single molecule fluorescence was
successfully applied to individual colloidal QDs. It
allowed access to truly unique and remarkable infor-
mation about the fluorescence of single QDs that were
not accessible from ensemble measurements. In par-
ticular, two unique properties distinguish luminescent
QDs from most conventional fluorophores: (1) single
QD exhibit very narrow PL spectra compared to those
averaged for macroscopic samples (FWHM ~ 15 nm
vs. 30–40 nm for ensemble spectra at room tempera-
ture) and (2) the fluorescence emission of isolated
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nanoparticles under continuous excitation is intermit-
tent in nature (blinking).24,26,49,50,74

The unique optical properties of QDs can be par-
ticularly beneficial for single molecule fluorescence
measurements. Due to their large extinction coefficient,
narrow emission spectra, and their resistance to photo-
degradation, QDs may be individually detected with
high signal-to-noise ratios and for extended periods of
time (several minutes under sustained irradiation), a
feature that is not available to traditional organic dyes.
This can permit easy discrimination of different single
QD colors. This also makes them particularly suitable
for multiplexed single molecule fluorescence imaging.
As such, single molecule fluorescence has emerged as
one of the major aspects of employing these fluoro-
phores in biology.16,56

In this report, we start with a brief description of the
most effective synthetic procedures to prepare high
quality colloidal nanocrystals, outline the commonly
used surface functionalization techniques, and describe
the most pertinent photo-physical properties of use to
biology. We then review the progress that use of single
QD fluorescence has allowed in biology, with a focus
on a few representative examples where unique and
valuable insights into specific biological processes have
been gained. These include progress made in probing
biomolecular interactions, tracking of protein recep-
tors in vitro and in live cells and single particle energy
transfer. We will also discuss the advantages offered
and limitations encountered by single QD fluorescence
as an investigative tool in biology.

SYNTHESIS, SURFACE-FUNCTIONALIZATION

AND PHYSICAL PROPERTIES

OF COLLOIDAL QDS

Synthesis of Dispersible and Highly Luminescent QDs

Luminescent QDs that have found most use in
biology are colloidal in nature, and they are prepared
using solution phase reactions. The first solution-phase
growth of the nanoparticles was realized within inverse
micelles.38,90 However, the major advance in solution-
phase synthesis took place in 1993, when Bawendi and
co-workers showed that ‘‘pyrolysis’’ of organometallic
precursors can provide high quality CdSe nanocrystals
that have crystalline cores, narrow size distribution
(~10% or less) and exhibit relatively high photoemis-
sion quantum yields.71 The first demonstration of this
reaction scheme employed the rapid injection of dim-
ethylcadmium (CdMe2) and trioctylphosphine selenide
(TOP:Se) mixed with trioctylphosphine (TOP) into a
hot (280–300 �C) coordinating solution of trioctyl-
phosphine oxide (TOPO). One of the key aspects of

this synthesis route was that colloidal QDs could
reproducibly be made to exhibit narrow emission with
low defect contributions and relatively high room
temperature quantum yields (QY ~ 5–10%). This has
allowed performance of several viable photophysical
and structural characterizations (using for example
absorption, fluorescence spectroscopy and scattering
techniques).61,71,75 It has further raised the potential
for technological applications based on QDs (e.g.,
LEDs and photovoltaic devices).13,32,43,63,70

In subsequent studies, Peng and co-workers further
refined this reaction scheme and showed that several
precursors which are less pyrophoric and less volatile
than CdMe2 could potentially be used for preparing
high quality colloidal nanocrystals of CdS, CdSe, and
CdTe.80,86 Other groups quickly followed up on Peng’s
work, and those efforts combined have outlined the
importance of impurities (usually acids coordinating to
the metal precursors) in the reaction progress. In this
route, high purity TOPO and controlled amounts of
metal coordinating ligands and metal precursors, such
as CdO, Cd carboxylates, phosphonates, or acetyl-
acetonates, were used to synthesize various Cd-based
nanocrystals, as schematically represented in
Fig. 1.80,86,89 The high temperature synthetic route was
also applied to making near-IR emitting PbSe QDs
initially by Murray and co-workers, and then by other
groups, using oleic acid and Lead(II) acetate trihydrate
or lead oxide.19,72,103,110

To further take advantage of the progress made in
improving the quality of QDs achieved using high
temperature synthesis and to improve the luminescence
quantum yield, researchers applied the concept of band
gap engineering developed for semiconducting quan-
tum wells to the growth of colloidal nanocrystals (see
Fig. 1).48 It was first demonstrated by Guyot-
Sionnnest and co-workers that overcoating CdSe QDs
with a layer of ZnS could improve the PL quantum
yields to values of 30%.39 Following that two com-
prehensive reports by Dabbousi et al.15 and Peng
et al.79 detailed the complete reaction conditions for
preparing a series of CdSe–ZnS and CdSe–CdS core–
shell nanoparticles that are strongly fluorescent and
stable. We should add that air-stable precursors have
also been used for the overcoating reactions, following
the reports of synthesis of CdS, CdSe nanocrystals.54,89

One of the issues associated with overcoating QDs with
ZnS shell to improve the PL yield is the crystal lattice
mismatch between core and shell materials, which can
produce non-homogenous shell structure due to strain-
induced defects. To potentially address this problem a
few groups have grown multilayer shells on the native
core (e.g., CdSe–CdS–ZnS)105; this progressively
adapts the crystalline lattice parameters of the ov-
ercoating shell to those of the core. We should also
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emphasize that QD cores have been synthesized with
various materials combinations, including II-VI (e.g.,
CdSe, CdS, CdTe, ZnSe…) and III-V (e.g., InP,
InAs…) semiconductors and their alloys.77 However,
thus far only CdSe-based QDs have provided both low
size dispersity and high QYs; these have been used in
all single QD studies presented in this review.

Water-Solubilization Strategies

Since publication of the first reports on developing
colloidal QDs as biological labels, several strategies
aimed at developing stable water dispersions of lumi-
nescent QDs have been developed. These strategies can
be loosely divided in two main categories: ligand-
exchange and encapsulation within block copolymers
or phospholipid micelles (see Fig. 2).

Ligand Exchange

Water-solubilization via ligand exchange involves
replacing the native hydrophobic surface ligands
(mainly TOP/TOPO) with bi- and/or multi-functional
hydrophilic ligands. The hydrophilic ligands are made
of metal-coordinating anchor group(s) (often thiol-
based groups) at one end for binding to the nano-
crystal surface. At the other end the ligands present
hydrophilic groups (such as carboxyl or poly(ethylene
glycol)) that promote affinity to aqueous solutions.

Water-transfer via cap-exchange with small ligands
has been attempted by several groups in the past dec-
ade, because of its ease of implementation and the
commercial availability of several of these ligands. A
benefit of this strategy is that the resulting hydrophilic
QDs are compact in size,85 a property that can be
extremely important for applications such as intracel-
lular transport.67 However, the stability of the resulting
QDs in buffer solutions is often poor. For instance,
thiol-alkyl-carboxyl ligands (including mercaptoacetic
acid MAA, and mercapto-undecanoic acid, MUA)
produce nanocrystals that tend to progressively
aggregate in physiological conditions within a rela-
tively short period of time. A concomitant decrease in
the fluorescence quantum yield is also measured. This
is most likely due to desorption of the ligands from the
QD surface. Peng and co-workers attempted to resolve
this problem by preparing hydroxyl-terminated den-
dron ligands that were also end-functionalized with
thiol groups to promote anchoring on the QD surface,
then later used amine-terminated dendrimers for cap
exchange; the latter allowed cross-linking of the
ligands to form ‘‘dendron-boxed’’ QDs.33,101 To address
the long-term stability of QDs prepared via cap-
exchange our group relied on the use of bidentate thiol
ligands such as dihydrolipoic acid (DHLA).62

However, most of the commercially available thiol-
terminated ligands (MAA, MPA, MUA as well as
DHLA) rely on the deprotonation of the carboxyl

Selenium precursor: 
TOP:Se

TOPO
C16H33NH2

CdSe
Cadmium Precursors:
Cd(acac)2
Cd(acetate)

340~350 °C

HDDO

TOP / TOPO

CdO

140~180 °C

ZnEt2 + TMS2S

ZnS

CdSe

(b)(c)
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FIGURE 1. (a and b) Schematics of the stepwise synthesis route based on high temperature reaction of organometallic precur-
sors to prepare CdSe–ZnS core–shell QDs. (c) Representative absorption and emission spectra for a set of CdSe core only QDs
prepared using the high temperature method. (d) A typical high resolution TEM image of CdSe QDs having a diameter of ~40 Å.
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groups terminal groups to achieve dispersion in water,
and this has limited one’s ability to prepare homoge-
neous QD dispersions at acidic pHs.62 We have
recently developed a new set of DHLA ligand deriva-
tives that can potentially allow one to overcome these
constraints/limitations. This relied on appending
poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG) segments with variable
chain-lengths onto dihydrolipoic acid.68,99 QDs capped
with DHLA–PEG ligands are well dispersed in aque-
ous media and stable over an extended period of time
and over a relatively broad pH range. Subsequently,
we demonstrated that inserting reactive groups at the
lateral end of the DHLA–PEG ligand (such carboxyl
or amine) could permit easy implementation of known
coupling reaction to attach QDs to proteins and
peptides.58,96,97 With the ligand exchange strategy, the
nature of the anchoring group to the QD surface
(e.g., monodentate vs. multidentate) can seriously
affect the long-term stability of the hydrophilic QDs.

In a somewhat different rationale, Weiss and
co-workers have used phytochelatin-related peptides
terminated with a few cysteine groups for anchoring on
the QDs.81 This clever strategy also relies on the multi-
dentate thiol interactions with the inorganic surface of
the nanocrystals, which improves the stability of the

ligand/QD system. Moreover, using peptides as the
actual ligands can potentially allow direct biological
targeting. Rather large amounts of peptide ligands are
needed to carry out an effective cap exchange, because
this process naturally requires a large excess of ligands.

In a few recent studies, amine-rich polymers have
been employed to functionalize the QD surfaces, and it
has been proposed that for these polymers, water
transfer to aqueous media is realized via cap exchange
of the native ligands. Systems used include amphiphilic
hyperbranched polyethyleneimine,73 poly(ethylene
glycol)-grafted polyethylenimine,20 and poly(ethylene
glycol-b-2-N,N-dimethylaminoethyl methacrylate)
(PEG-b-PDMA) diblock copolymer.100 Cap exchange
with thiol-terminated silane ligands, followed by fur-
ther cross-linking to form a silica shell coating was also
utilized as a means to promote hydrophilicity of
CdSe–CdS(ZnS) core–shell nanocrystals.6,30

Encapsulation within Block Copolymers and Phospho-
lipid Micelles

This strategy relies on the use of bifunctional
amphiphilic polymers having hydrophobic segments,
which selectively interact (and interdigitate) with the
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FIGURE 2. Schematics of the two main strategies used for surface-functionalization and transfer to water of colloidal QDs used
to-date. (Left) Representative example of the cap exchange strategy using polyethylene glycol-appended dihydrolipoic acid
(DHLA–PEG). (Right) Encapsulation within an amphiphilic block copolymer.
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native TOP/TOPO shell, and hydrophilic units that
promote QD dispersion in aqueous media.28,57,78,104,109

In general achieving a controlled balance of hydropho-
bic and hydrophilic blocks within the polymers is nec-
essary for its ability to promote water solubility of the
QDs. In one of the early uses of this strategy, Wu et al.
used a block copolymer shell consisting of 40% octyl-
amine-modified polyacrylic acid.104 Pellegrino et al.
used poly(maleic anhydride alt-1-tetradecene) for QD
encapsulation.78 Following adsorption on the TOP/
TOPO QDs, further addition of bis(6-aminohexyl)
amine formed cross-linked polymers on the QDs, and
subsequent hydrolysis of the unreacted anhydride units
was shown to make the QDs water soluble.

The second encapsulation method employed
phospholipid derivatives which formed micelles. In
particular, the first demonstration of this strategy was
reported by Dubertret and co-workers who used
phospholipids containing 40% 1,2-dipalmitoyl-sn-gly-
cero-3-phosphoethanolamine-N-[methoxy(polyethylene
glycol)-2000] (mPEG-2000 PE) and 60% of 1,2-
dipalmitoylglycero-3-phosphocholine (DPPC) to carry
out encapsulation of CdSe–ZnS QDs and their transfer
to buffer solutions.21,27 This technique is simple to
implement as most phospholipids are commercially
available, and like polymer encapsulation can yield
water-soluble QDs with QYs higher than those
obtained via ligand exchange. This strategy has some
of the stability issues at very low concentrations
encountered by micelles in general. In addition, it is

possible that more than a single nanocrystal could be
contained within each micelle; nonetheless, it has been
recently shown that these can be removed using
ultracentrifugation or high pressure liquid chroma-
tography.7 Overall one of the constraints of using
encapsulation is that the overall hydrodynamic size of
the nanoparticles becomes inevitably large.

Photo-Physical Properties of Colloidal QDs

Semiconductor QDs are neither wholly atomic nor
bulk semiconductors; instead they are nanoscale
assemblies of atoms (100–1000 s depending on the size).
The spatial confinement of intrinsic electron and hole
carriers to the physical dimensions of the nanocrystal
(quantum confinement effects) imparts on these mate-
rials novel electronic properties not exhibited by their
bulk parent materials or individual atoms/molecules.
These confinement effects manifest when the nanocrys-
tal size becomes comparable to, or smaller than, the bulk
Bohr exciton radius.29,47 The best known and
understood confinement effect is the widening of the
energy band gap with decrease of nanocrystal size. This
manifests itself as a blue shift of the first absorption peak
and the photoluminescence maximum with decreasing
particle size, along with the appearance of discrete en-
ergy states in both the valence and conduction bands. It
also manifests in the appearance of tunable (by size and
composition) photoemission properties, as shown in
Fig. 1 for CdSe-based QDs and Fig. 3 for other QD
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materials. Resolution in the excited state energy levels
and separation between the valence and conduction
band levels depends on the width of the nanocrystal size
distribution and the type of semiconducting materials
used.

In addition to the size and composition dependent
optical and spectroscopic properties, colloidal lumi-
nescent QDs have another characteristic that distin-
guishes them from organic fluorophores: intermittent
photoemission (blinking) of individual nanocrystals.
The photoluminescence of isolated QDs displays an
alternation of ‘‘on’’ (emitting) and ‘‘off’’ (dark) peri-
ods, which durations follow a ‘‘heavy-tail’’ power law
distribution with time.49,50,74 This implies that indi-
vidual QDs can experience dark periods, where no
emission can be collected. This feature is especially
important for single molecule detection, as a QD can
periodically ‘‘disappear’’ from the observation field.
PL blinking of single QDs has attracted much inter-
est, because its underlying mechanisms are not fully
understood.50 Two recent studies have shown that
CdSe QDs coated with thick CdS shells can exhibit a
drastic reduction in the blinking rate.10,59 One may
expect that these improvements will soon produce
QD probes that are better suited for biologically
relevant single molecule studies. These properties
combined with the high quantum yields realized for
core–shell QDs and the very high extinction coeffi-
cient constitute the most important properties for use
in biology.

Finally, the size of a QD varies from ~10 to
~50 nm, depending on the type of solubilization
technique used.67,85 It is larger than organic fluoro-
phores but comparable to that of fluorescent proteins.
The relatively large size allows the ability to conjugate
several biomolecules on the surface of a single QD,
which can be advantageous in certain instances.
Enhanced target affinity and higher rates of energy
transfer can be realized with multifunctional
QD-conjugates. However, the large size of hydrophilic
QDs and their conjugates can influence their diffusion
in biological media and may affect their ability to
access certain cellular compartments. In addition,
multivalency may be a limitation in instances when a
strict one-to-one QD–biomolecule conjugation is
required.

It should be noted that despite the progress made in
designing reproducible techniques to achieve the
effective transfer of luminescent QDs and an array of
other inorganic nanoprobes to buffer media, there are
still several issues associated with the use of QDs in
biology. These issues stem from problems such as
limited temporal stability to changes in pH for several
nanocrystals prepared using cap exchange with mono-
thiol-alkyl-COOH ligands and some of the polymer

encapsulation approaches developed in the past dec-
ade. The limited pH stability can often produce
nanocrystals that experience aggregation build up in
live cells and in blood. pH limitation in general stems
from sensitivity of the capping/encapsulating layer
used to promote hydrophilicity of the final nano-
crystals. Insertion of PEG oligomers have alleviated
some of these issues in some of the latest stud-
ies.58,96,97,109 The wide range of size variation of
hydrophilic QDs has also been a serious problem for
applications requiring compact nanocrystals and their
conjugates. Batch to batch variation of commercially
available QDs have also been reported in various
studies. There have been sustained efforts by several
groups to address these problems and eventually
produce nanocrystals that can allow one to take
advantage of some the unique properties of these
probes.

SUMMARY OF SOME OF THE PROGRESS

MADE USING QDS FOR ENSEMBLE

MEASUREMENTS

There has been an array of biological assays
developed in the past 8 years where researchers have
tried to exploit the unique properties of luminescent
QDs. These developments can essentially be sum-
marized in three areas: use for live cells imaging
where easy to implement multiplexing capabilities,
slow degradation and high photo-bleaching threshold
were demonstrated. These range from multicolor
labeling of fixed cells using QD–antibody conjugates,
investigating specific biological processes that require
extended observation, to probing membrane specific
processes such as T cell stimulation.2,21,45,87,104 The
very high two-photon action cross-section of QDs
has been effectively used to realize deep tissue
imaging with reduced IR excitation and very weak
auto-fluorescence contribution.51 In somewhat simi-
lar rationale, one-photon fluorescence of NIR emit-
ting QDs was also used to carry out real time
mapping of sentinel lymph nodes in live animals
during surgery, where nodes as deep inside the tissue
(~100 mm–1 cm deep) were imaged in real time using
relatively low excitation intensity.46 Use of QDs for
in vitro sensor development based on fluorescence
detection and energy transfer has also witnessed a
substantial development. They have been used for
single and multiplexed immuno-sensing of soluble
toxins.31 Energy transfer based assays have been used
to detect DNA hybridization, recognition of full
enzymes by QD–aptamer conjugates,53 enzyme
cleavage of peptides,65,93 and glycosylation levels in
proteins.76
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USE OF SINGLE QDS FOR THE IN VITRO
DETECTION OF BIOMOLECULAR

INTERACTIONS

Because of the very narrow PL spectrum of indi-
vidual QDs, the proportion of photons that are
rejected by the narrow band detection filters is
substantially reduced, and this simplifies the spectral
deconvolution of signals from different QD colors.
This could enhance the signal-to-noise ratio and can be
very beneficial to single molecule assays, where the
number of detected photons is inherently low. The
ability to resolve single QD emission for extended
periods of time will undoubtedly allow higher detec-
tion sensitivity and data collection over long time
intervals.

Co-Localization of Distinct QD Probes

This configuration has been used to develop multi-
plexed assays, where interactions (and binding) of two
QD-bioconjugates emitting at different spectral win-
dows to different sites on the same target molecule can
be simultaneously detected. A typical example can
involve two distinct emission QDs conjugated to two
different DNA probes, mixed in a solution with a

target oligonucleotide that contain complementary
sequences for both probes. The target DNA hybridizes
simultaneously with the two QD–DNA conjugates
(dual hybridization). If immobilized on a substrate,
this dual hybridization could then be detected optically
using wide field fluorescence microscopy, where the
signals from the two QD probes are simultaneously
imaged.

Wang and co-workers40 applied this strategy to carry
out a genetic analysis of anthrax ‘‘pathogenicity.’’ In
general, a positive identification of this bacterium
requires the simultaneous detection of three distinct
genes, namely rpoB, pagA, and capC in the same
sample. Three pairs of target-specific DNA probes were
conjugated (combinatorially) to three distinct color
QDs emitting at 525, 605, and 705 nm, respectively. As
targets, they used three synthetic oligonucleotides, each
derived from conserved sequences from each of the
three anthrax-related genes; these were used as simu-
lated targets (in a background of E. coli genomic DNA)
for analysis. They first used the simultaneous fluores-
cence signals in the combined pseudocolors of the
spots, namely, indigo, magenta, and orange, as an
indication of the presence of rpoB, pagA, and capC,
respectively (Fig. 4a). They then carried out four sets of
experiments, where the specificity of the assay was

FIGURE 4. Simulated multiplexed analysis of anthrax-related genetic targets: (a) color set for the three pairs of target-specific QD
nanoprobes and their resulting co-localized fluorescent images upon hybridization. (b) Four samples containing different com-
binations of the three targets, rpoB, capC, and pagA. Checks represent the existence of certain target sequences. Sample IV is the
negative control. (c) Fluorescent images I, II, III, and IV correlate with samples I, II, III, and IV, respectively (Bar dimension is 1 lm).
Figure partially reproduced from Ho et al.,40 with permission from the American Chemical Society.
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essentially defined by its capacity to correctly identify
and quantify the individual target sequences in a com-
plex mixture of various target combinations (Fig. 4b).
In the first step, fluorescent spots in all the three com-
bined pseudocolors were detected, which indicated the
presence of the three targets in the solution (Fig. 4c, I).
In the next two experiments, they found that the pres-
ence of two (Fig. 4c, II) or only one (Fig. 4c, III) target
could also be unambiguously determined (i.e., without
false positive or negative). In the fourth negative con-
trol sample, only fluorescent spots stemming from
unhybridized blue, green, and red QD probes were
observed (Fig. 4c, IV); in this sample no specific target
was present. A similar assay has been reported using
QD–antibody conjugates binding different sites of the
same target protein.1

Alternatively, the conjugate dispersion could be
injected into a small glass capillary and the QD signals
could be detected sequentially as the conjugates pass
through the observation volume. In both cases, the
presence of the target could be inferred from the
co-localization of two distinct single QD emission
signals, because the size of the total target–DNA
probe–QD complex is smaller than the optical resolu-
tion of the detection system. This solution-phase
method is fast (solution vs. surface immobilized
reagents) and does not require separation of unbound
probes; these are usually not co-localized. It allows
identification of samples without prior polymerase
chain reactions (PCR) amplifications, which are not
quantitative and can introduce non-negligible errors. It
also allows detection of low abundance targets and has
a higher sensitivity than microbead assays in which
weak target signals may be difficult to discriminate
against the strong microbead coding signal. The sen-
sitivity of this assay format has been demonstrated
even in the presence of a strong nonspecific back-
ground (i.e., samples mixed with cell extracts).1

Other reported assays using this format included
QD-conjugate binding two extremities of individual
DNA molecules that were stretched on a glass surface,
and the identification of single large entities such as
viruses or bacteria from different strains in a macro-
scopic mixture.14,23,36 These assays often use QDs with
spectrally distinct emissions conjugated to different
antibodies. In the virus constructs, the collected fluo-
rescence signal (being a mix of signals emitted by dif-
ferent QD–antibody conjugates bound onto a single
scaffold) provided a spectral ‘‘bar code’’ that accounted
for the nature and number of specific proteins displayed
on the virus surface. This has for example allowed a
rapid identification of the virus strain.1

We should emphasize that these assay formats, such
as the one used for virus identification could be
performed with organic fluorophores. However,

comprehensive analysis requires the usual complex
spectral deconvolution and tedious data analysis. In
comparison, QDs offer advantages such as higher
sensitivity and spectral unmixing (deconvolution),
which enable the multiplexed detection of single small
biomolecules carrying only a few fluorescent markers.
Nonetheless, the limitation of assays based on QD
fluorophores, derives from the intermittent emission of
single QDs. This can cause a fraction of the co-local-
ized QD probes to occasionally appear as isolated
QDs, which may introduce ‘‘false negative’’ counts.

Co-Localization Studies Using QD–Dye Pairs

The same concept was applied by Webb and
co-workers to investigate the relationship between
ensemble fluorescence quantum yields measured for
macroscopic samples and the blinking properties of
individual QDs.107 The authors coupled Streptavidin-
functionalized 525-nm emitting QDs with biotin-
functionalized Alexa Fluor 594 dye and used the
fluorescence collected from dot and dye to distinguish
between dark and bright freely diffusing single nano-
crystals. This presents a different configuration from
that of surface-immobilized QDs (e.g., dispersed in
polymeric films). The bright fractions of QDs were
measured by fluorescence coincidence analysis and
two-photon fluorescence correlation spectroscopy. In
particular, they reported that the bright fraction of
QDs was proportional to the measured macroscopic
quantum yields of the samples. However, brightness of
individual QDs was constant across samples with dif-
ferent quantum yields. They then applied the same
measurements to solutions with much higher viscosity,
where nanocrystal residence time in the illuminated
volume was substantially increased. Their findings
clearly indicated that increasing the residence time by
as much as 10-fold did not change the fraction of
‘‘apparently dark’’ QDs, which they attributed to the
presence of two populations of QDs in a sample: one
dark non-emitting and one emitting; only the emitting
fraction contributed to the measured macroscopic
fluorescence yields. These results may be very infor-
mative, as they can potentially provide correlation
between ensemble quantum yield and single molecule
fluorescence; additional work is still needed to better
understand the correlation between the fluorescence
properties of single and ensemble QDs.

SINGLE PARTICLE ENERGY TRANSFER

Fluorescence Resonance Energy Transfer (FRET)
involves the non-radiative transfer of excitation energy
from a fluorescent donor to a ground state proximal
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acceptor. It is governed by the dipole–dipole interac-
tion (Förster) mechanism, which results in a strong
dependence of the transfer efficiency, E, on the donor–
acceptor separation distance, r (E ~ 1/r6) and on the
spectral overlap between the donor emission and the
acceptor absorption. Because of the strong dependence
of the transfer efficiency on separation distance, this
technique provides a unique tool to probe intermo-
lecular association and intra-molecular conformational
changes in the 1–10 nm range.17,34 FRET provides a
powerful means for studying biomolecular interactions
involved in drug screening or disease diagnosis. It has
been widely used for studying changes in protein and
oligonucleotide conformation in vitro and in live cells
using dye donor–dye acceptor FRET pairs. It has been
shown in the past 5 years that QDs offer a few unique
advantages (compared to organic dyes) for use
as FRET donors.11,12,66,84,94 As demonstrated for
ensemble measurements, some of the size-tunable
absorption and emission properties can be very bene-
ficial to implementing single particle energy transfer.
The broad absorption spectra of QDs allow excitation
of the donor far from the acceptor absorption peak,
which substantially reduces direct excitation contri-
bution to the acceptor signal. In addition, the narrow
emission of single QDs can be tuned to match the
acceptor absorption spectrum.12 This narrow emission
also allows easy deconvolution of the donor and
acceptor emissions. Finally, because a QD can be
conjugated to several acceptors, the overall FRET rate
can be substantially increased, a clear advantage
especially with longer separation distances. Following
the success in using QDs as energy transfer donors in
ensemble assays, there has been a natural desire to
translating these assays to the single molecule level.
This can allow access to single molecule information,
reduces materials consumption, while potentially
allowing higher sensitivity to be reached.

Single particle/molecule (sp- or sm-) FRET can use
either surface-immobilized or freely diffusing QDs and
QD-bioconjugates. Probing immobilized QD-assem-
blies can allow one to collect and resolve time-depen-
dent conformational changes at the single molecule
level. In this configuration one plots time-traces of
donor and acceptor emission profiles, and changes of
these profiles are used to account for alterations in the
FRET interactions. However, spFRET using surface-
immobilized assay remains difficult to implement, due
among others to weak FRET efficiency (in particular,
for one QD–one dye pairs), a feature associated with
some of the commercial nanocrystals; these often
require multi-layer functionalization and additional
conjugation steps.67 Moreover, the intermittent nature
of single QD emission prevents one from quantitatively
monitoring variations in the FRET efficiency with time.

Finally, interaction of the QD-bioconjugate with the
surface may alter the biomolecule conformation and its
behavior.

Probing freely diffusing QD-bioconjugates in solu-
tion samples can allow one to circumvent some of the
issues encountered with immobilized conjugates, by for
example limiting the specimen excitation to the resi-
dence time within the illuminated volume. It also
reduces issues associated with intermittent emission
and data collection and analysis. Solution-phase single
particle FRET configuration utilizes confocal micros-
copy combined with a highly focused laser beam for
specimen excitation, two dichroic mirrors and two
highly sensitive detection systems (Fig. 5a). The col-
lected signal consists of simultaneous bursts of PL
intensities from the donor (QD), collected on the
donor channel, ID, and the acceptor (dye), collected on
the acceptor channel, IA, corresponding to Brownian
diffusion of single QD conjugates in and out of the
confocal volume. In practice, the spFRET signature
consists of plotting the population fraction of events
(or simply the number of events) vs. emission ratio, g,
defined as g = IA/(IA + ID); g is also be referred to as
the spFRET efficiency, E. For a control solution
containing QD donors only, the population fraction
vs. g (or number of events vs. E) is reduced to a peak
centered at g = 0 (or E = 0), due to absence of FRET.
For samples containing QD–dye pairs, non-zero con-
tribution from the acceptors due to energy transfer
broadens the distribution peak and shifts it to higher g
values (Fig. 5).84

In what follows we will describe a few representative
examples where single particle FRET applied to QDs
used to provide valuable and unique information
about the dynamics of Holliday junction, spectrally
resolved FRET, the detection of target DNA sequence
and the heterogeneity in QD–protein bioconjugates. In
these examples, either surface-immobilized or solution-
phase configurations were employed.

spFRET of Immobilized QD–Oligonucleotide
and QD–Protein Conjugates

We describe two recent examples. In the first, single
immobilized QD–oligonucleotide conjugates were used
to probe the dynamics of DNA Holliday junctions.41

One of the characteristics of this four DNA strand
assembly is that its conformation fluctuates between
two different forms depending on salt concentration.
For example, in the absence of multivalent ions and at
low salt concentration, the junction has an open con-
figuration. At high salt concentration, effects of elec-
trostatic repulsions are reduced and the junction folds
into one of two-stacked conformers. The authors used
streptavidin–QDs which were first immobilized on a
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glass substrate using biotinylated BSA. First, they
exposed the immobilized QDs to solution of double
stranded DNA sequence having one end labeled with
biotin while the other end carries a Cy5 dye to promote
the formation of surface-tethered QD–Cy5 pairs. This
experiment was used to demonstrate that blinking of
individual QDs is indeed temporally correlated with
that of the dye only when surface-immobilized
QD–streptavidin–DNA–Cy5 conjugates were formed,
i.e., FRET interactions were present. Through an
alternation between green laser excitation (able to
excite the QD–dye pair) and red laser excitation (which
excites the dye only), they showed that FRET inter-
actions could be eliminated by bleaching of the dye
under sustained red light excitation, which rendered
the dye acceptor inactive and unable to interact with
the QDs; after dye recovery correlation between the
blinking of QD and Cy5 emissions could again be
detected.41 They then applied this technique to explore
the dynamics that characterize DNA Holliday junc-
tion, which was assembled from four single stranded
DNA molecules, two of them were unlabeled, one pre-
labeled with biotin and the other labeled with Cy5
acceptor (see schematics in Fig. 6). Experiments were

carried out at pH 7.5 in Tris:HCl buffer where con-
formational transition between the two states are slow
enough to allow resolution on a CCD camera
(~100 ms). They found that a small fraction of the QD
fluorescence showed anti-correlated ‘‘two-state’’ fluc-
tuations between the QD signal and that of the Cy5
dye, with both states exhibiting significant acceptor
contributions. The behavior was different from the one
observed when unconjugated QDs are probed (in the
same sample), where no alternation in the blinking
pattern was measured. They confirmed that this char-
acteristic behavior is similar to the case where a
Cy3–Cy5 pair was used instead (see Fig. 6 and Hohng
and Ha41). They further confirmed their observation
by carrying out dwell time analysis of high and low
FRET states using QD–Cy5 and Cy3–Cy5 pairs and
found that there is a good agreement in dwell time of
the high and low FRET sates collected from both
pairs, even though the system using QDs allowed a
much larger total number of transitions to be observed.
These finding clearly confirm that conformational
changes in the Holliday junction induce fluctuations in
the FRET efficiency measured between the QD and
dye at the single molecule level.
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FIGURE 5. (a) Confocal microcopy set up used for implementing solution-phase spFRET. (b) A typical example of superimposed
donor (green) and acceptor (red) time traces. Only bursts with the sum of both signals exceeding the threshold level (indicated by
arrows) are used for analysis. (c) Emission ratio distributions obtained from spFRET measurements as a function of the acceptor-
to-QD ratio. (d) Emission events vs. efficiency E reported in Zhang et al.114 Figure partially reproduced from Pons et al.84 and Zhang
et al.,114 with permissions from the American Chemical Society and NPG.
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In the second example, our group applied spFRET
to immobilized QD–protein–dye conjugates to confirm
the presence of spectrally resolved energy transfer
observed for ensemble measurements.83 Spectrally
resolved FRET is a unique property of QDs and is due
to a combination of broad dye absorption and narrow
single QD emission. Indeed, an ensemble PL spectrum
is composed of the sum of very narrow single QD
spectra. This produces distinct single QD spectral
overlap with the acceptor absorption spectrum,
resulting in an apparent wavelength-dependent FRET
efficiency. We measured the intensities and emission
wavelengths of single QDs from a 575-nm centered

population, conjugated to 20 proteins that were either
unlabeled or labeled with a QXL520 (quencher) and
immobilized on a glass cover slip. The QD PL coin-
cides with the red shoulder of the dye absorption. To
determine the position of each QD emission, the fluo-
rescence image was split into two windows using a
dichroic mirror centered at 570 nm. Three QD frac-
tions could be detected, one emitting in the red win-
dow, one emitting in the blue window of the dichroic,
while a third having emission around 570 nm leaked
into both channels (Fig. 6). The QD signal from each
window identified as blue IB and red IR components,
while an emission ratio r = IB/(IB + IR), was used to

FIGURE 6. (Left panel) Single-pair FRET between 585-nm QDs and Cy5 bound via a Holliday junction. (a) Schematics of the
junction assembled on the immobilized streptavidin–QD via biotinylated BSA. (b) Time-traces collected from some of the
assemblies showing anticorrelated fluctuation in the signals of QD and Cy5. (c) Similar traces for Cy3–Cy5 pair used for the same
junction. (Right panel) (a) Simultaneous PL images on the blue B and red R sides of the dichroic showing a few 575 nm QD–MBP
conjugates. IR black and IB gray intensity traces of a QD exhibiting r ~ 0.45. (b) Population distribution of QDs conjugated to MBP
(squares) and QXL520–MBP (open circles) vs. r. (c) Average intensities of single QDs conjugated to MBP (squares) or to MPB–
QXL520 (filled circles) vs. emission ratio r. The normalized intensity distribution I/Imax for QD–MBP–QXL520 is shown for com-
parison (open circles). (d) Direct comparison between the wavelength-dependent FRET rates from steady-state (solid line) and
single QD measurements (circles) for the QD–QXL520 pair. A total of 220 single QD traces for the QD–20 MBP and 310 single QD
traces for the QD–20 MBP–QXL520 were used. Data reproduced from Hohng et al.41 and Pons et al.,83 with permission from Wiley–
VCH and AIP.
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determine the QD central emission, e.g., r = 0.5 cor-
responds to a 570-nm QD whereas higher and lower
values indicate bluer and redder QDs, respectively.
Two histograms were constructed, one for the popu-
lation distribution as a function of the ratio r, N(r), by
counting the fraction of QDs exhibiting a particular r
value, the other for the average intensity I = IB + IR
vs. r. Figure 6 shows that the population distribution
N(r) was the same for QDs conjugated to labeled or
unlabeled MBP, with an average emission ratio of 0.50.
There was, however, a significant change in the shape
of the intensity distribution I vs. r, with bluer QDs
exhibiting higher quenching than the redder counter-
parts (Fig. 6, right panel c). This reflects weaker
spectral overlap of the ‘‘redder’’ QDs with the dye than
their ‘‘bluer’’ counterparts. A FRET rate spectrum was
extracted from the ratios between the two intensity
distributions in the absence and presence of the
acceptors, and compared to the one derived from the
steady-state experiments. These data also showed that

the single QD and solution ensemble experiments were
consistent (see Fig. 6). This heterogeneity should
always been taken into account when analyzing single
QD FRET data.83

Solution Phase spFRET Applied to DNA Hybridization

In the first demonstration of solution-phase
spFRET with QDs Zhang et al. applied the technique
to DNA hybridization and showed that it could allow
detection of a target sequence with high sensitivity
(Fig. 7).114 Their reagents included a ‘‘reporter probe’’
labeled with an organic dye acceptor, a biotinylated
‘‘capture probe’’ and streptavidin–QDs (SA–QDs
from Invitrogen). The probes were designed to have
complementary sequences to two different regions of
the target sequence; thus simultaneously hybridization
of the two probes with the target DNA can take place
if the latter is present. They first mixed the two probes
with the DNA target, which resulted in the formation

FIGURE 7. Schematic of single-QD-based DNA assemblies. (a) Conceptual scheme showing the formation of a sensing assembly
in the presence of targets. (b) Fluorescence emission from Cy5 on illumination on QD caused by FRET between Cy5 acceptors and
the QD donor the assembly. (c) Sensing responsitivity at different target concentrations for nanosensors and molecular beacons.
Reprinted with permission from NPG114.
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of a sandwich hybrid between the capture probe, the
reporter probe, and the target sequence (as shown in
Fig. 7). When mixed with SA–QDs the preformed
sandwich structures bound to the QD surface, bring-
ing several Cy5 in close proximity to the donor center
in the conjugate. The solution was then introduced in
a glass capillary and flowed through a small obser-
vation volume where fluorescence signals from indi-
vidual bioconjugates could be detected (Fig. 7). The
presence of the target was identified by the simulta-
neous detection of the emissions from QD (ID) and
Cy5 (IA), indicative of the QD–DNA complex for-
mation. This assay showed high detection sensitivity
(in terms of minimal detectable target concentration)
compared to molecular beacon assays employing
organic dyes (Fig. 7c).

Zhang and Johnson further showed that using a
similar configuration of QDs surrounded by a few

hybridized oligonucleotides an increase in the flow
velocity in the capillary could substantially increase
the measured spFRET efficiency.111,112 Such effect was
attributed to DNA deformation in the capillary under
applied Poiseuille flow field, which effectively
deformed the conjugate structure and reduced the
center-to-center separation distance between dye and
QD. In particular, they used a 50-base target oligo-
nucleotide sandwich-hybridized with one biotinylated
25-base capture probe and one 25-base reporter
labeled with Alexa Fluor 647, similar to the configu-
ration described above (see Fig. 8a).112 When the
sandwich hybrid oligonucleotides are immobilized on
the surface of 605 nm emitting streptavidin–QDs, an
average separation distance of 22–25 nm is expected
from the conjugate structure together with experi-
mental parameters under relaxed conditions (Fig. 8b).
Such distance is far beyond the range of Förster
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reproduced from Zhang and Johnson,112 with permission from Wiley-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA., and kindly provided by
Dr. Zhang.
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allowed interactions (r> 2R0, R0 being the Förster
radius), and this was indeed confirmed by both sp-
and ensemble FRET measurements where no QD PL
quenching was measured (see Fig. 8c). However,
under microfluidic flow, fluorescence bursts were
clearly collected on donor and accepter channels
(Fig. 8d). Furthermore, the population of events
(similar to g in Fig. 5a) was found to progressively
shift toward higher g (reported here as FRET effi-
ciency) when the target concentration was increased.
The latter essentially increases the number of sand-
wich hybrids arrayed on the nanocrystal surface, thus
enhancing the FRET interactions per individual con-
jugate. This finding is quite interesting, as it combines
the benefits of solution-phase spFRET and micro-
fluidics to both extend the range of accessible energy
transfer but also allow enhanced sensitivity to detect
rather large oligonucleotides.

In a separate study Zhang and Johnson applied
spFRET as a means to quantify the interactions
between a specific peptide on the Rev protein (Rev-
peptide) and the Rev responsive element within the
RNA gene (RRE-RNA) and to identify and charac-
terize potential inhibitors.113 Interactions between the
regulatory protein Rev and a portion of env gene
within the RNA gene (RRE-RNA) are critical to HIV-
1 replication. Rev peptide is a sequence from the basic
region of Rev with reported high affinity to RRE.
The authors demonstrated that the stoichiometry of

Rev-peptide binding to RRE-RNA sequence can be
accurately determined using such FRET-based single
QD–RRE-RNA sensing assemblies (Fig. 9). They
further used this single particle configuration to
potentially quantify the inhibitory effects of proflavin
on the affinity between Rev-peptide and RRE. In
particular, spFRET permitted them to quantify
these inhibitory effects even in the presence of
substantial levels of interference fluorescence from
high-concentration proflavin; the latter is a blue fluo-
rescent compound that often prevents the discrimina-
tion of FRET signals in ensemble measurements.

In all these solution phase studies, the main factors
enabling efficient FRET from a QD to acceptors
located at the other extremities of long double-stranded
DNA and effective single molecule discrimination
could be attributed to two specific features: (1) Each
QD-conjugate had several sandwich hybrids arrayed
around the nanocrystal surface. This increased the
local acceptor concentration around the QD and
resulted in high FRET efficiency as well as bright
acceptor fluorescence bursts. (2) Direct excitation
contribution to the acceptor signal was extremely
weak, since the system could be excited in a region of
minimal acceptor absorbance, which reduced the
detection background to a minimal level. These two
factors combined produced enhanced detection sensi-
tivity. In the study of Zhang et al.,114 for example,
these QD-assemblies were successfully applied in

FIGURE 9. (a) Secondary structure of biotin-functionalized RRE IIB RNA. The nucleotides with strong specific affinity for Rev are
highlighted in red. (b) Cy5-labeled Rev peptide used. (c) Proflavin chemical structure. (d) Schematic representation of the single-
QD FRET-based sensing assembly utilized for evaluating Rev-peptide–RRE interaction along with the inhibitory efficacy of pro-
flavin; commercial 605QD was used. Figure reproduced from Zhang and Johnson,113 with permission from the American Chemical
Society, and kindly provided by Dr. Zhang.
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conjunction with an oligonucleotide ligation assay to
reach single nucleotide mutation detection.

Determining the Heterogeneity of QD-Bioconjugates
Using spFRET

Heterogeneity in QD-conjugates is a natural process
and is due to the presence of multi-reactive sites on the
surface of a QD. Thus when a surface-functionalized
nanocrystal is exposed to target proteins and peptides,
a distribution in the conjugate valence naturally results
during the conjugate formation. We used single-QD
FRET to characterize the heterogeneity of self-assem-
bled QD-bioconjugates and to gain information about
the distribution in conjugate valence.84 These conju-
gates were formed by attaching (via metal-affinity
driven self-assembly) average numbers of maltose
binding protein (MBPs) labeled with rhodamine red
(RR) onto CdSe–ZnS QDs capped with dihydrolipoic
acid (DHLA) ligands. The influence of acceptor-to-
donor ratio was examined by varying the fraction of

labeled-to-unlabeled proteins while keeping the same
total number of proteins per QD-conjugate. This study
showed that within a macroscopic homogeneous
sample, heterogeneity in conjugate valence is a key
feature of self-assembled QD–protein conjugates.
More importantly, it was shown that the number of
acceptors per QD followed a Poisson distribution,
where the probability of finding a conjugate having
exactly n acceptors for sample with a nominal number
of protein–dye per QD, N, obeys the relation84:

pðN; nÞ ¼ Nn expð�NÞ=n! ð1Þ

In particular, using the distribution plots shown in
Fig. 5c, spFRET allowed us to determine the fraction
of QD-conjugates having zero valence (i.e., QDs that
are not conjugated to any MBP–dye), p(N,0), for a
series of macroscopic samples with increasing nominal
valence, N. This was extracted from a very narrow
window in the distribution of population fraction
centered at g = 0 (Figs. 10a and 10b). Data clearly
showed that the zero valence population fraction
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(p(N,0)) decreased exponentially with increasing N,
which agrees well with the prediction of Eq. (1). The
agreement between measured population distribution
and the Poisson statistics was further verified for larger
values of N. We used the separation distance, direct
dye excitation and quantum yield ratios extracted from
ensemble measurements in combination with Eq. (1) to
construct a ‘‘theoretical’’ distribution for conjugates
with exactly n dyes using Eq. (1). A composite distri-
bution of all these sub-populations (n = 0, 1, 2…) was
then constructed using these individual distributions.
A side-by-side comparison between predictions and
experimental distribution for N = 4 is shown in
Fig. 10c. There is clearly a good agreement between
the Poisson distribution function and the experimental
data. Additional details on applying these findings to
QD–protein sensors can be found in Pons et al.84

IN VITRO AND IN VIVO TRACKING

OF PROTEIN USING SINGLE QDS

In Vitro Detection of Kinesin and Myosin Motor
Movement

Use of single molecule tracking has elucidated the
characteristics of motor proteins such as kinesin,
myosin and dynein that are responsible for active
intracellular transport of vesicles, organelles and pro-
tein complexes (as cargos) along microtubules or actin
filaments.42,91,98 Polymer beads of a few hun-
dreds nanometer in size labeled (or loaded) with fluo-
rescent dye or simply individual organic dyes were used
to gain unique insights into the structural properties
and movement of individual motors, determine their
velocity, show that their movement is not necessarily
continuous, and determine the size and rate of their
steps.42,91,98 These experiments allow observation for
only a few seconds to a few tens of seconds depending
on the experimental conditions, nonetheless. Use of
QD tags, instead, could open up new possibilities to
study the dynamic properties of these motor proteins
by extending the observation times.

In this aspect, we discuss a few representative
studies where use of QDs provided useful and unique
information on the motion of motor proteins. In the
first study, Surrey and co-worker used streptavidin–
QDs to label individual biotinylated kinesin motors
and track their motion characteristics with precision,
including velocity, step length, and dwell time under
different conditions.92 The authors utilized QD-con-
jugates bearing single or multiple kinesin motors, and
explored motility in configurations of crowded
microtubules and in the presence of obstacles. In
particular, they demonstrated that in the presence of

obstacles or in crowded conditions, kinesin motors
can wait on the microtubule in a strongly bound state
until the obstacle(s) unbinds, allowing the motor to
move to freed site in the next step. They postulated
that this behavior could explain pauses in the motion
of kinesin-transported cargos observed in living cells.
In another study, Warshaw et al. labeled the heads of
individual myosin V motors expressing a C-terminal
biotin with two different color QDs in a mixture.102

Using two-color single QD tracking, the authors were
able to locate the positions of the heads with ~6 nm
precision for several minutes, follow the motion of
individual myosin molecules and probe changes in
their intramolecular conformation. In particular, they
found that the heads on the same V motor move
alternatively along the actin filament by ~74 nm steps,
while maintaining an average separation distance of
~36 nm during pauses in motion. These findings
confirm the predictions of the hand-over-hand model
of myosin mode of motor proteins along an actin
filament (Fig. 11).108

Conversely, QDs were used to label single fragments
of the actin or microtubule, the substrate on which
motors (e.g., kinesin) move. In these ‘‘sliding’’ assays,
motors are adsorbed on a surface, and then exposed to
substrate fragments. The immobilized motors are able
to bind these fragments and induce their transport
across the surface. A first ‘‘proof-of-principle’’ study
by Mansson et al. demonstrated the use of QDs to
label actin filaments sliding on a surface of adsorbed
myosin motors, where movement of actin filaments
was tracked for several seconds.60 A more refined
study published by Leduc et al. used single QDs to
investigate the gliding motility of microtubules over a
varying number of kinesin-1 motors attached to a glass
surface. This allowed the investigation of cooperative
interactions between kinesin motors with the same
microtubule (MT).52 For this, kinesin-1 motors were
combined with fluorescent proteins (GFP-kinesin) then
immobilized on a glass surface using 5-His antibodies,
so that their locations could be determined by fluo-
rescence imaging; additional casein allowed passiv-
ation of the rest of the surface (Fig. 12). QD-MT
assemblies were then deposited on the substrate and
their motion was tracked by detecting the QD emission
with a ~3 nm precision (Fig. 12 bottom). By analyzing
the motion, velocity and step size of microtubules
interacting with one, two or higher number of kinesin-
1 motors, the authors identified distinct forward and
backward jumps on the order of 10 nm, which essen-
tially indicates the existence of fractional motion steps
and absence of synchronization between several
motors interacting with the same microtubule. These
findings led researchers to envision that the streptavi-
din–QDs used to label the actin filaments could also be
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used as anchor points (or a scaffold) to bind and
transport large biotinylated cargos.

Tracking of Protein Receptors in Live Cells

Transposing the achievements in single QD conju-
gate tracking described above from in vitro conditions
to living cells has the potential to unravel complex
biomolecular interactions underlying specific cellular
activities. Spatial organization of lipids, proteins, and
carbohydrate on the cellular membrane plays a critical
role in their interactions with the extracellular envi-
ronment and surrounding tissue and in the cell sig-
naling. Understanding when and how the cell
reorganizes these membrane components is therefore a
key challenge in the study of cellular activity. For
instance, trafficking of neurotransmitting receptors
within membrane compartments and between mem-
brane and intracellular space plays an important role
in the regulation of neuronal activity. Nonetheless,
single QD tracking of receptor proteins in cell media
have been successfully reported only for easily acces-
sible targets. These include labeling of transmembrane
proteins to investigate membrane-bound receptor dif-
fusion or endosomal trafficking. Indeed, tracking of
individual proteins in live cells with QDs encounters
difficulties that are often shared with other nanopar-
ticle tags and fluorophore. The main difficulty is
caused by nonspecific interactions of QD-conjugates

with their environment, either due to steric hindrance
(‘‘crowding’’ effects, limited access to particular cellu-
lar compartments…) or to simple non-specific
adsorption of endogenous molecules on the QD sur-
face. Other hurdles include difficulties of transfecting
isolated QD-conjugates across the plasma membrane
into the cytoplasm.

There has been a few promising demonstrations
where some of the key properties of QDs have pro-
vided researchers the opportunity to track single trans-
membrane receptors for long periods of time and led to
a better understanding of receptor trafficking in neu-
rons. In a representative study, Dahan et al. reported
the first use of QD for single receptor tracking in cul-
tured neurons in 2003.16 The authors labeled individ-
ual glycine receptors with single QD–streptavidin
conjugates via primary and secondary antibodies.
Single QDs were identified and tracked by their
blinking properties (Fig. 13). They observed a consid-
erably higher fluorescence signal compared to standard
fluorophores, resulting in a spatial resolution reaching
5–10 nm, compared with 40 nm with an organic dye.
The ability to follow the trajectory of single QD-
labeled receptors for more than 20 min (compared to
~5–10 s for standard organic dyes), allowed the visu-
alization of receptor trajectories on a time scale that
was not previously accessible and revealed new diffu-
sion dynamics. In particular, the authors showed the
existence of several membrane domains corresponding

FIGURE 11. Progressive motion of Myosin V motors labeled with red and green emitting QDs along an actin filament. Green and
red open circles are the two different QD positions determined by Gaussian fits. The green arrow identifies a sub-step. Upper left
are averaged QD images for steps labeled A–D. The yellow lines connect QD centers emphasizing alternating relative head
positions. Histograms of inter-head spacing and step size are shown in the bottom right. Figure partially reproduced from
Warshaw et al.,102 with permission from the Biophysical Society.
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to synaptic, perisynaptic and extrasynaptic regions
with different receptor diffusion behaviors. A few
studies have since used QDs to track trajectories of
individual membrane receptors, in neurons or other
cell types.3–5,8,9,25,35,37 Single QD tracking will con-
tinue to gain more attraction in the future for studying
trans-membrane protein dynamics, accessible to both
specialists and non-specialists.

Recently, Tsien and co-workers used fluctuations in
single QD intensities as a means to probe of their
chemical environment, in addition to their
localization.115 The authors were able to measure
relevant neuro-physiological parameters that were
previously inaccessible, such as kiss-and-run and full-
collapse fusion intervals and occurrences, fusion pore
open time and kinetics of re-acidification of the vesicle

FIGURE 12. (Top) (a) Principle of an in vitro gliding motility assay. The fluorescent beads were used as references to correct for
spatial drift. (b) Images of gliding motility, where Rhodamine-was used to visualize MTs. The positions of the GFP-kinesins (laser-
GFP) and the QDs (laser-QD655) were obtained by TIRF microscopy of the same field of view. The image on the right (merged)
corresponds to the overlay of the three colors. The arrowheads show the kinesin positions in the laser-GFP image. The asterisk
indicates the bead position in all colors (Scale bar 5 2 lm). (Bottom) Distinct jumps in the MT displacement in the three-motor
case. (a and b) Projected walked distances of two QDs (red curves) and the corresponding sideways motion (blue curves). Arrows
indicate the presence of jumps in the forward (solid line) and the backward (dashed line) direction. Figure partially reproduced
from Leduc et al.,52 with permission from the National Academy of Sciences.
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interior. They incubated hippocampal neurons with
QDs so that they can be loaded into intracellular ves-
icles at synapses. Electrical stimulation of the neurons
elicited vesicle exocytosis, which occurred following
either ‘‘full-collapse fusion’’ (FCF) or ‘‘kiss-and-run’’
(K&R). Whereas in FCF, the vesicle fully fuses with

the cell membrane and loses its identity, in K&R the
vesicle fuses transiently with the cell membrane to
release its content into the extracellular medium through
a 1–5 nm pore and is then rapidly recycled/reformed
(see Fig. 14). FCF of a QD-containing vesicle is easily
detected by diffusion of the QD out of the vesicle into

FIGURE 13. Visualization of multiple exchanges between extrasynaptic and synaptic domains, in which an individual Glycene
receptor (GlyR) alternated between free and confined diffusion states. Images extracted from a sequence of 850 frames (acquisition
time: 75 ms). (A1) to (A8) correspond to frames 6, 118, 150, 267, 333, 515, 629, and 850, respectively. QD fluorescence spots (green)
and FM4-64-labeled synaptic boutons (red). One QD (arrow), first located at bouton b1, diffuses in the extrasynaptic membrane
[(A2) to (A5)] and associates with bouton b2 [(A6) to (A8)]. Scale bar, 2 lm. Figure reproduced from Dahan et al.,16 with permission
from AAS.

FIGURE 14. Experimental traces illustrating typical emission patterns under three conditions, which are classified as K&R, FCF,
or K&R + FCF. Also shown is a schematic depiction of the hypothesized effect of acute or chronic block of vesicular H+-adenosine
triphosphatase with bafilomycin A1 (Baf). Without Baf (normal), QD emission is reduced (maroon) by acidic luminal pH (gray).
Vesicle fusion deacidifies the environment producing QD brightening (red). Acute application of Baf (acutely blocked) prevents
reacidification after vesicle retrieval; chronic Baf (chronically blocked) removes all pH gradients. Figure reproduced from Zhang
et al.,115 with permission from AAAS.
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the extracellular medium. In comparison, during
K&R, the QD stays inside the vesicle. The internal pH
of normal vesicles is ~5.5, but during K&R, this pH is
equilibrated (through the fusion pore) with that of the
external medium, and increases to ~7. When the pore
closes and the vesicle recovers its integrity, its internal
medium is re-acidified to pH 5.5. To detect K&R
events, the authors relied on the pH-dependence of QD
PL (~15% change in ensemble PL between pH 5.5 and
pH 7.4). This pH change translated into a ~15%
increase single QD PL while the fusion pore was open,
and a decrease back to its initial level when the vesicle
recovers its initial pH. The exact mechanism respon-
sible for the pH dependence of the QD PL was not
elucidated, however. In addition, measuring repro-
ducible small changes in single QD PL due to small pH
changes is still an open question; the authors showed
homogeneous single QD emission with rather low
signal noise levels beyond what has often been reported
in the literature. Issues related to reproducibility and
stability of hydrophilic QDs we discussed previously
were simply not been discussed in this report. Future
studies will require control over (and understanding of)
the QD sensitivity to pH changes in order to obtain
reproducible, specific QD PL responses to different
chemical environments. The results reported by Zhang
et al.,115 nonetheless, constitute a step forward in using
single QD spectroscopy.

QDs have also given access to new information
regarding endosomal trafficking of trans-membrane
receptors. A study by Lidke et al. in 2004 demon-
strated that QDs conjugated to the epidermal growth

factor (EGF) using streptavidin–biotin binding could
be used to monitor the binding of EGF to specific
membrane receptors and track their intracellular fate
(Fig. 15).56 EGF–QDs were shown to correctly bind
and activate the targeted erbB1 receptor, followed by
endocytotic uptake of the EGF–QD–receptor com-
plex. The authors were then able to track the trajec-
tories of individual EGF–QD–receptor and show the
existence of a new retrograde transport mechanism in
filopodia from the cell surface to the cell body. In a
subsequent study, the authors used single EGF–QD
tracking to examine the nature of this retrograde
transport in detail.55 In particular, analysis of single
QD trajectories and their mean square displacements
showed a behavior consistent with active transport and
not a Brownian motion. The authors showed that this
transport was supported by the actin network, as
indicated by analysis of transport velocities and the
effects of pharmacological agents. They next exposed
the cells to two different colors of EGF–QD conjugates
and observed that the onset of active transport corre-
lated with merging of two EGF–QD conjugates. This
showed that dimerization of EGF-activated receptors
was necessary to trigger the active transport. Finally,
they examined whether retrograde transport occurred
before or after endocytosis of the EGF–QD–receptor
conjugates using FRET between QD donors and
organic dyes. Membrane-impermeable biotinylated dyes
were able to bind the remaining biotin-binding sites on
QD–EGF conjugates, resulting in efficient FRET, even
after the onset of retrograde transport. This demon-
strated that these conjugates were still available to the

FIGURE 15. Retrograde transport of EGF-QDs (red) on filipodia. (a) A431 cell expressing receptor erbB3-mCitrine (green); max-
imum intensity projection of four 0.5 lm confocal sections as a function of time. (b) Magnified image of filipodium indicated in the
last panel of (a), showing the uniform migration of the EGF–QDs toward the cell body with a velocity of ~10 nm/s. All scale bars,
5 lm. Figures reproduced from Lidke et al.,56 with permission from the Nature Publishing Group.
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extracellular medium, and that receptor endocytosis
only occurred after retrograde transport along the fil-
opodia, when reaching the cell body. In another study,
Vu and co-worker used antibody-conjugated QDs to
target specific membrane receptors to the nerve growth
factor.88 The authors showed that QDs allowed mon-
itoring not only of the receptor cellular uptake, but
also of its intracellular fate. QD-labeled receptor pro-
cessing by the cells was consistent with that of unla-
beled receptors, including active shuttling of QD–
receptors conjugates to new neural processes.

In a different study, Weiss and co-workers used the
process of avidin polypeptide chain fusion to the gly-
cosylphosphatidylinositol (GPI)–anchoring sequence
of human CD14 receptors as a means to target avidin
receptors expressed in the cytoplasmic membrane of
HeLa cells. For this they used the direct peptide cap
exchange approach on the QDs they recently devel-
oped and employed biotin-peptide-coated CdSe–ZnS
QDs to label the avidin receptors expressed in the
cytoplasmic membrane of these HeLa cells, and fol-
lowed their motion using single molecule resolution.
They in particular tracked the bound QD–peptide
conjugates for several minutes as they diffused in the

membrane of live cells and trafficked in the cytosol.69,82

This allowed them to probe the relationship between
GPI-anchored receptors and lipid rafts in the cell
membrane.

Using the same peptide surface coating strategy
Weiss and co-workers further developed a general
platform to use QDs for labeling and tracking of cell
membrane proteins at the single molecule level. They
started by inserting a small fraction of hapten-modified
peptides (along with PEG-appended peptide) during
the hydrophilic transfer of their QDs, producing hap-
ten-functionalized nanocrystals with reduced non-spe-
cific interactions. The haptens were then used to target
cell surface fusion protein containing single chain
antibody fragments (scFVs) specific to haptens. In this
design, a scFV and the corresponding hapten recog-
nition pair are separately attached to the target protein
and the QD, respectively. They then applied this
strategy to probe the specific affinity between 4M5.3
scFv developed against fluorescein. In particular they
demonstrated targeting of 4M5.3 scFv displayed on
the membrane of yeast and murine neuronal cells.44

Figure 16 shows a test of these probes on a mobile
target protein mouse prion protein (PrP) expressed on

FIGURE 16. (a) Cartoon representation of a scFv–PrP anchored in the membrane of an N2a cell via its GPI-anchor with a bound
fluorescein-peptide-coated QD (FL-pc-QD). (b–d) Single-particle tracking of scFv–PrP in live neuroblastoma cells immobilized on a
glass coverslip. (b) DIC image with overlaid QD fluorescence (white spots). (c) Thousand frames single-QD trajectory of the QD
indicated by the white square in (b). (d) Intensity time trace exhibiting a blinking pattern typical of a single QD. Scale bars are 10 lm
in (b) and 1 lm in (c). Figure partially reproduced from Iyer et al.,44 with permission from the American Chemical Society.
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neuroblastoma cell line N2a, where the scFv was fused
to the N-terminus of PrP. The trajectory isolated for a
single QD–hapten conjugate indicates that there are
two distinct diffusion regimes for the protein on the
immobilized cell membrane; single protein movement
was identified by the intermittent (blinking) fluores-
cence signal typical of individual QD emission.

In order to circumvent some of the limitations
associated with effective uptake of QD-bioconjugates
across the cell membrane, Courty and co-workers used
osmotic lysis of pinosomes to deliver individual QD–
kinesin-motor conjugates inside the cell cytoplasm.22

This mode of delivery involves exposure of the cells to
first a hyper-osmotic solution to induce QD pinocy-
tosis, then to a hypo-osmotic solution to disrupt the
pinosomes and release their content. The authors
reported that conjugates delivered via this mechanism
could be tracked individually over time. They found
that the majority of QD-conjugates showed trajectories
typical of freely diffusing Brownian motion, but a
smaller fraction (~10%) of conjugates exhibited a
rather linear directed motion. This directed motion
was not observed when using unconjugated QDs or
when inhibiting kinesin motor transport by a chemi-
cally induced depolymerization of the actin filaments.
When analyzing the directed motion of this fraction of
QD-conjugates, the authors observed a velocity con-
sistent with in vitro observations, which show that
kinesin movement was not affected by its QD cargo.
This study is particularly encouraging for future
developments using QDs to track individual biomole-
cules in the cytoplasm. Nonetheless, additional
systematic studies using a variety of cell types will still
be needed to validate this type of cellular delivery and
to ensure the absence of non-specific interactions of the
QDs with the complex intracellular environment.

The few studies described in this report clearly
indicate that QDs have the potential to offer valuable
insights into intracellular trafficking of membrane
receptors and can reveal previously inaccessible
transport mechanisms. The studies exploited the high
photo-resistance of QDs to track individual emitters
for long period of time and report the trafficking of the
conjugated biomolecules. In general, the main limita-
tions of these techniques originate from the still rela-
tively large size of the QD conjugates, which may
influence the QD-labeled protein diffusion in confined
spaces like synaptic clefts, or from non-specific inter-
actions with endogenous molecules. The size limitation
adds constraints even to probing extracellular trans-
membrane protein tracking (e.g., due to the presence of
large transmembrane carbohydrates). Blinking of QD
fluorescence though often causes occasional interrup-
tion of the reconstructed trajectories, has not seriously

limited the use of QDs in single protein tracking as
long as the density of labeled receptors is low enough
that the same QD can be identified again during the
next emitting period. Blinking has indeed been used as
means to distinguish single QD-conjugate from those
of aggregates, and it has allowed unequivocal identi-
fication and tracking of single molecules in macro-
scopic samples. However, it may be necessary to
correct quantitative transport measurements from QD
blinking effect in certain applications.22

CONCLUSION

By allowing measurements with high signal-to-noise
ratios and extended observation times, QDs have
clearly opened up new possibilities for studying a
variety of biological processes at the single molecule
level. For example, they allowed tracking of single
protein receptor trajectories with high spatial resolu-
tion and over several tens of minutes. The set of single
molecule studies summarized in this review constitute
only a small fraction of what use of QD fluorophores
promises in biology. In addition to improving existing
single biomolecule assays these materials have the
potential to allow access to previously inaccessible
information about biomolecular interactions, as has
been demonstrated in a few preliminary in vitro and
live cell studies. One should expect that optical tech-
niques for single molecule tracking, in particular, will
tremendously benefit from further development in QD
functionalization and conjugation techniques. Further
progress combined with extended observation times
will bring even better spatial and temporal resolution
of reconstructed trajectories inside live cells.

However, further progress in several domains will
be required in order to take advantage of the full
potential of these materials and realize the potentials of
single QDs studies. In particular, better and sound
characterization of the effects of surface coating and
conjugation strategies on the long-term stability of
QDs and QD-bioconjugates in buffers and in intra-
cellular environments is needed. Intracellular com-
partments are complex and usually rich in ionic
materials, and non-specific interactions often alter QD
movements in these media. One can expect that as
better and more controllable surface functionalization
strategies are developed and improved QD stability in
biological media and easy to implement conjugation
strategies become available, single molecule assays
using QDs will ultimately transition from proof-of-
principles performed by specialists to general use by
the broader biological and biophysical community.
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